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LINEARlight FLEX® Mounting Tracks 
Corner 30° Profile 

Key Features & Benefits 

—  Track ships in lengths of 9.84'
—  30° profile for mounting under the back of cabinets  

or shelves
—  Two piece design for easy installation

 - The top portion of the track is mounted under  
 the cabinet or shelf and the bottom portion of 

  the track which contains the LINEARlight FLEX 
  and lens simply snaps into the top with 
  mounting clips

—  LINEARlight FLEX products are available in a wide 
variety of light outputs and color temperatures to 
perfectly match the desired lighting design

—  2 lens variations are available to provide diffused  
light distribution 

—  Fitted end caps are available to finish off the look of  
the track

Application Information

The 30° design of the TK30D46H27 Wide Track enables 
the integration of the tracks into the back corners of 
cabinets and shelves where they can discreetly deliver a 
uniform, diffused light to the surface or the objects below.  
These tracks can be used to help illuminate kitchen 
counters, work surfaces, retail shelves or any other under 
counter space.

Product Number Description Ordering Abbreviation Minimum Order Quantity PCS per shipping box

57179 Wide track corner 30° FX-QMW-G1-TK30D46H27-300 1 10

57199 Wide cover, flat, frosted FFX-QMW-G1-CFDB-300 1 40

57805 Wide cover, round, frosted matte FX-QMW-G1-CRD-300 1 40

57800 Flat end cap, plain left side FX-QMW-G1-EFGP-L-TK30D46H27 Multiple of 40 400 (40 x 10)

57801 Flat end cap, plain right side FX-QMW-G1-EFGP-R-TK30D46H27 Multiple of 40 400 (40 x 10)

57811 Plastic clip insert FX-QMW-G1-XCLPL1-DIV1 Multiple of 40 400 (40 x 10)

Wide Track TK30D46H27 

Enjoy full flexibility in lighting designs. Smoothly integrate 
light into architecture and lifestyle objects. The family of 
quick mounting tracks from OSRAM is designed to easily 
and seamlessly mount the LINEARlight FLEX family of LED 
modules into any interior application space. 

The WIDE TRACK series is made for integration into 
applications which demand high quality lighting solutions.  
The two part TK30D46H27 is specifically designed to be 
mounted under cabinets or shelfing and is angled at 30° to 
flood the underlying surface with diffused light. The track can 
also be finished off with custom fitted end caps to produce a 
truly professional under cabinet lighting installation.

Ordering Information
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Item Number Description Features

 
57199 Wide Cover, flat, frosted 

FX-QMW-G1-CFDB-300 
-  Excellent diffusing properties - especially 

with LF Shortpitch (120LEDs/m) 
-  Polycarbonate 
-  Light transmission: 60%* 

0.87"

0.16"

9.84'

 

57805 Wide Cover, round,  
frosted matte
FX-QMW-G1-CRD-300 

-  Aesthetic surface structure, quite rigid 
-  PMMA 
-  Light transmission: 65%*

9.84' 0.95"

0.79"

1.80"

1.05"

0.32" 57800 Flat End Cap, plain  
left side
FX-QMW-G1-EFGP-L-TK30D46H27  

-  Polypropylene   
-  For use with flat lens 57199
-  Color: Grey

1.80"

1.05"

0.32" 57801 Flat End Cap, plain  
right side
FX-QMW-G1-EFGP-R-TK30D46H27  

-  Polypropylene   
-  For use with flat lens 57199
-  Color: Grey

0.35"

0.24"

0.24"
57811 Plastic Clip Insert 

FX-QMW-G1-XCLPL1-DIV1 
-  Plastic element for combining two parts 

of the track together 
- Use one clip at each end and one per 

foot of track  
-  Color: Grey

*These percentages are approximate values. The performance can vary based on the optical variables of the track and light source.
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Related Accessories

Assembly Information 

1. The track and lenses are shipped in 9.84' lengths (3 meters). They can easily be cut to the ideal length for the application 
with a hacksaw, however, for a more professional finished result it is recommended that they be cut using a power miter 
saw with an appropriate metal cutting blade.

2. The two piece extrusion can be mounted by screwing the top portion of the track under the cabinet or shelf and then 
snapping the bottom portion of the track which contains the LINEARlight FLEX and lens into the top with the accessory 
mounting clips.

3. It is suggested to use one clip at each end of the extrusion and one clip per foot over the length.
4. Before applying the LINEARlight FLEX strip into the track, clean the mounting surface so it is free of dust and debris using 

a multi-purpose cleaner. 

LINEARlight FLEX Compatibility Table

FX-QMS-G1- 
TK30D46H27-300 
with connector  
and cover*

LINEARlight FLEX Products
Colormix 
Products

LF400 
LFP400 
LF800S

LF1200 
LFP1200

LF2000 
LFP2000

LF3000 
LFP3000

LF4000 LF1200TW LF2000TW LF3000TW LF4000TW Colormix  
Colormix 
Protect

         ----  ----  

Full compatibility :  
(track + LINEARlight FLEX + cover lens) tested  
in recessed conditions at @T ambient=25°C

Open air compatible:  
(track + LINEARlight FLEX + cover lens) tested 
in free-air conditions at @T ambient=25°C

---- Track is not compatible with this 
configuration of LINEARlight FLEX

*Tc of the LED module must be checked (Tc<Tc max) due to the dependence on the specific installation conditions
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